
BE21-4221711

1. National Ace Pigeon ELD 
KBDB ‘23 with 0.121%
 

PAU ‘23 - 889,98km 
± 30 °C - Northeast wind
clocked at 10:40 PM in the dark
1.   1.     Club            102p.   966,75m/min
1.    Nat.Z B     1.242p.
13.   Nat.       3.080p.
15.   Int. Nat.    3.559p. (Hens)
91.   Int. Nat.  12.589p.
 

NARBONNE ‘23 - 853.41km
± 26°C - West wind± 26°C - West wind
clocked at 19:51 PM in the pouring rain
1.     Club            127p.  1199,44m/min
1.    Nat.Z B    2.483p.
6.    Nat.      5.000p.
International result not yet known.
AGEN '22 - 798.14km
2.   2.     Club            296p. 1259.76m/min
68.   Nat.          7.331p.
50.   Int. Nat.    7.129p. (Hens)
141.  Int. Nat.  16.932p.
 

VIERZON'23- 416.72km
3.  Club       339p.
32. Prov.    6.489p.32. Prov.    6.489p.

Origin
 

Father: BE20-4084618 - “Pietro”
Son |SUPERSONJA|- original D. Martens
1° Best Belgian hen on 3 Int. Nat races

 PIPA-ranking '19  & 2° Best Int. Nat. hen on 
3 Int. Nat races PIPA-ranking.- D. Martens3 Int. Nat races PIPA-ranking.- D. Martens

*******************************************************
Grandson |SINT- VINCENT|- original Injon-Vanrie

1. Nat.& 6. Int. Nat.St.-Vincent Pigeon
 PIPA Ranking '15-'17 - Injon-Vanrie

*******************************************************
Mother: BE20-3125272 - “Angelica”
Daughter |KLEINEN|- original H. MortierDaughter |KLEINEN|- original H. Mortier

1.Best Belgian pigeon PIPA Ranking over 3.Int.Nat.
races '17 & 3. Nat. Acepigeon ELD KBDB 19' 
1. Prov. Acepigeon ELD W-Vl KBDB  19' 
3. Prov. Acepigeon ELD W-Vl KBDB '17

Flew 7 x TOP-100 National!
Brother from |FRULLE|

**************************************************************************************************************
Granddaughter|FRULLE|- original H. Mortier

8 Nat. Acepigeon ELD KBDB '17  
1. Prov. Acepigeon ELD W-Vl KBDB '17  
2. Prov. Acepigeon ELD W-VL KBDB '18

Brother from |KLEINEN|

“Littl Sonj”

Dear Trader
 

Thanks for your interest! In life everything has its price, 
everything depends on what the bidder is willing 
to give for it. Were Armando & New Kim worth more
than 1 million euro? For Joel Verschoot and Gaston 
Van De Wouwer probably yes, but not for the average Van De Wouwer probably yes, but not for the average 
Belgian who read about this pigeons in the newspaper.
If I have to put a value on “Little Sonja” then this amount
has been established emotionally and rationally.
 

Emotional reasons: 
- Little Sonja was one of the first pigeons that I bred as 
a new fancier. In the two first years that I have been a new fancier. In the two first years that I have been 
playing she has brought me a lot of joy and pleasure.
She arrived at Pau in the dark after more than 
15 hours of flying! One of the most beautiful moments 
of my life! This pigeon put me immediately on the national 
& international map, as new ELD pigeon fancier.
 

Rational reasons: Rational reasons: 
- Born July 2021,only 2 years old. So she still has a whole 
career ahead of her as a breeding pigeon.That is possible 
because last week I invested in a highly secured 
environment where she can start her breeding career.
- Both (great) grandparents were very successful and were 
awarded as the best European pigeons on the extreme long 
distance.The inheritance power of the two lines is exceptional distance.The inheritance power of the two lines is exceptional 
and come together in her. “Kleinen” from Hendrik Mortier and 
“SuperSonja” from Dirk Martens both become the last years
parents and grandparents of (inter)national top pigeons! 
- The versatility of “Little Sonja” is enormous. Short and long 
distances, she scores well on both. Low and high speeds, 
she scores well on both. Good and bad weather, she scores 
well on both.well on both.
- My experience as a pigeon photographer has learned 
me a lot of knowledge to select and pair pigeons. 
This experience and knowledge has part in the success 
that I experience barely two years after the start of my 
extreme long distance colony. After two years I bred and 
raced a National Ace Pigeon. My experience also tells me 
that in the future, I will breed acepigeons again from that in the future, I will breed acepigeons again from 
Little Sonja or her children.That may sound prophetic or 
unrealistic, but time will tell if I'm right.. Little Sonja has 
the perfect profile to become a mother and grandmother 
of future national winners and acepigeons on the ELD. 
I am sure that her input in my breedingloft will be a huge 
quality injection and will ensure our future in pigeonsport.
The (inter)national top cocks that have been offered The (inter)national top cocks that have been offered 
in recent days for co-breeding are crazy!

Above emotional and rational reasons ensure that 
Little Sonja is worth much more to me than what is
market-based for extreme long distance ace pigeons. 
Because of my personal experiences with her, and faith in 
her future breeding results, she belongs in MY opinion to
the best pigeons in the world.the best pigeons in the world. So if I put an amount on her, 
I could be accused of megalomania or no sense of reality. 
That's why I finaly don't put a price on her and i don’t sell her. 
Thanks for your time.

Maarten De Boe


